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Abstract
The recent momentum of research and discussion regarding Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) utilizing blockchain
technology in academia and the tech industry has inspired us to realize a true SSI system. David Chaum
addressed an approach in 1985 by utilizing pseudonyms,
digital signatures, and card computers to avoid unexpected tracing by someone else like Big Brother [1].
Our proposal in this paper is to incorporate the concept of that approach and build an SSI system by utilizing modern techniques of blockchain and cryptography, especially Rafael Pass et al.’s contribution of the
formal abstraction of Attested Execution Secure Processors (AESPs) [2] instead of the card computers. Our
proposal of the AESP-based SSI architecture and system protocols, ΠGatt , demonstrates the powerfulness of
hardware-assisted security and the formal abstraction
of AESPs that fit into building a true SSI system. Assuming AESPs and Gatt , the protocols may eliminate
the online distributed committee assumed in other research such as CanDID [3]. Also, ΠGatt allows not to
rely on multi-party computation (MPC); thus, it brings
drastic flexibility and efficiency when compared with
the existing SSI systems.

Figure 1: AESP-based SSI Architecture
Security Properties and Proof Sketch

Architecture and Protocols Overview
Unlike the existing SSI systems, we propose to utilize
hardware-assisted security and incorporate Gatt into
the SSI system protocols, ΠGatt . It consists of generic
functions relying on Gatt , Setup(1λ ) → (pkM , skM ),
Install(prog) → eid, and Resume(eid, inp) → (outp, σM ),
as well as ΠGatt SSI-featured functions of KeyGen(1λ ) →
(pkU , skU ), IssueCred (skU , pkU , Stmt) → cred,
IssueDCred (skM , skU , pknew
U , ctx, cred) → derivedCred,
and VerifyCred(skU , cred) → {true, false}.
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The full paper also describes security properties of
Sybil-resistance, Unforgeability, Privacy of Credentialissuance and Credential-verification, and Unlinkability
for ΠGatt , as well as a proof sketch of those security
properties. We believe that the Existence in the ten
principles of SSI systems [4] indicates the exact requirement for Sybil-resistance, so that we will demonstrate how the proposed architecture enables the requirement of Sybil-resistance with ideas of identification map among credentials and the construction of
ΠGatt .
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